ANXIETY IN CHILDREN

by Anna Velychko, LMSW

What does child anxiety look like?
nervous

sadness

asks worried questions

clinginess

develops nervous habits
like twisting their hair or
biting their nails

interpersonal conflict
difficulties focusing

“fight or flight response”
shallow breathing,
racing heart, sweating

bladder issues

sleep disturbance

withdrawal and avoiding
activities

food aversions or picky
eating

tummy troubles

controlling behavior

Symptoms of anxiety
• Feelings of helplessness
• Persistent concern
• Guilt or shame
• Loss of developmental milestones
• Sleeping alone
• Independent play
• Speech (baby talk)
• Toileting skills
• Decrease in imaginative play

Children see and hear everything even if they don’t show
it. They are very attuned and perceptive. Anxiety in parents
can often make children feel unsettled

Ways of connecting

Talk & Model

Talk
• Developmentally appropriate
• Honest
• Look out for symptoms –

acknowledge concerns, answer
questions, make space for
conversation
• “Use your words” (PFC) to decrease
hyper activation (Amygdala)
• Label – the things that have changed
and things that have stayed the
same

Model
• Remain calm, normalize the best
•

•
•
•
•
•

you can (more in mindfulness)
Establish a routine together (e.g.
mealtime, family time, school work,
playtime, breaks from technology)
Making space for young children to
come to you
Encourage establishing coping skills
Honor and validate sense of
independence & privacy
Discipline: finding productive
consequences
Get creative about help
• art (rainbow, invisible string)
• little helper (cleaning, cooking)

Mindfulness
Adversity comes at us
from the moment we are
born
• Prefrontal Cortex (PFC) – is

developed at its fastest rate
during childhood.
Mindfulness promotes skills
(focus, cognition, selfregulation, patience) that are
controlled in PFC

• Bringing a gentle accepting

attitude to the present
moment to decrease anxiety
and being more present, kind
and accepting

Infants
• Co-regulation: holding a baby quietly, maintaining eye contact with a

gentle and kind demeanor, gazing back, be mindful of technology use,
smiling
• Movement: yoga, walking, stretching
• Stay calm: when the baby gets upset try not to let that make you

agitated. When feeling frustrated (S.T.O.P.):
• Stop
• Take a breath
• Observe what’s happening inside (bodily sensations) and out (sounds,
comforting object)
• Gratitude: feeling warmth of your child’s body; “I’m thankful that you’re smiling right
now”
• Wish: May we be happy, healthy and strong, may we sleep well soon

• Proceed with whatever you’re doing

Toddlers (2-4 years old)
• Becoming more familiar with sensations of happiness and gratitude.

Focus attention on what’s more comforting (breath; 3 good things that
are happening) while still acknowledging what’s upsetting

• Music, warm bath, coloring books, calm down space
• Demonstrate:
• Don’t look at the phone too often when the child is around (frequent
distractions)
• Activities that promote focus (reading, making art, having conversations) less
TV
• Treat others (including the child) kindly, even when feeling frustrated
• Express gratitude for the things you’re thankful for
• S.T.O.P. exercise:
• Breathing
• Becoming familiar with the body rhythm

Young children
• Being mindful every day not only in times of troubles, as a mere antidote

for stressful or irritating situations
• Present it as a tool that helps explore new sensations “What do you feel in

your body?”
• By age 4 children can retain skills and practice them on their own
• Practice is key: continue to embody mindfulness in front of their children

Practicing & teaching forgiveness
• Parents cannot always be with children and have an influence in their life
• This is not the time to be looking at your perfect parenting manual and
expecting to be a top performer
• Honoring your coping styles: “I need”, “I would feel better if…” not
criticizing
• Rather than getting hung up on the problem, note it and address it, and
recognize that it’s fleeting and it will pass If the child misbehaved, make
an effort to forgive them
• “Wisdom doesn’t come from being perfect. It comes from being present”

Self care
• Personal care routine (e.g. getting dressed, short breaks)
• Build a nap time routine and your own sleeping hygiene (not working from

bed, turning the phone off)
• Coping skills (journaling, meditation, movement)
• Connecting with each other and checking in (“What was your day was like

today?”, “What feelings are coming up for you?”, “How can I support
you?”), separate work spaces, giving space, time alone, date nights
• Timebox your worries (boundaries around news consumption)

Self care
• Reasonable work time
• Talk to your boss about possibly adjusting hours
• Clarify expectations (if the child wants to say “hi” during your conference call)
• Let technology be your friend (availability through auto-replies, muting the

sound/switching the camera off
• Make a plan with your kid. “Name it” and give a chance to the child to say what
they need, and for grownups to say what they need to get their work done
• Maintain the kids’ routine
• Independent play
• Independence and exploration are not the opposite of dependence, safety and

security. They flow from them

Independent play
• Start small – 10 minutes (children who don’t usually play by

themselves) and offer to do something that they really enjoy together
afterwards
• Start with high-quality connected play:
• Set the timer for 20 minutes and say, “I’ve got 20 minutes just for you. What

would you like to do?”
• Put yourself as a helper and a follower. Don’t tell what to do
• Describe and comment on what they do with no judgment
• When the timer goes off, tell “I loved watching you play, and I can do it again
later”. Give a hug and go take care of your stuff

Independent play
• “Strewing” – create an invitation(prompts) to play for children to discover

on their own (e.g. create a vignette on a cookie sheet of dolls having a
tea party or trucks with beans, sort Legos into piles by color or build half
structure, moving toys around to create novelty)
• Minimize potentially injury risk, making the house safe for children
• Making a shift schedule to make one parent being “on duty”

Resources
•

Sensory toolbox (scent and texture like lavender, cotton ball)

•

Mood thermometer

• Coloring books, arts and crafts
• Release energy (e.g., yoga, dance, walks)
• Child Mind Institute articles
• Mindful Kids Activity Cards
• Children’s Guided Imagery

May your family be peaceful, happy, and liberated

